Two types of stories are part of any national heritage. The first kind is legends. Included in this category is George Washington’s admission to chopping down the cherry tree, along with his statement ...

Identifies the gods, goddesses, heroes, and monsters of Greek mythology, recounts the most famous stories, and briefly describes Greek history and culture.

"I doubt I would have grown up to be the writer and artist I became had I not fallen in love with D’Aulaire’s Book of Greek Myths at the age of seven." - V. S. Pritchett, author of Star Trek: The Next Generation and the second generation of the legendary Bantam series collection of Greek mythology. From updated titles to new genres and an expanded thematic scope, our publishing program spans from the earliest sagas of the gods and heroes of Greek and Roman mythology to today’s selection of exposes about the gods and heroes of the modern world. Today’s young readers have never had a better chance to explore the gods and heroes of ancient and modern myth. The stories are engaging, the art is captivating, and the knowledge imparted is both challenging and informative. Metric-inclusive 152 illustrations. Included in this category are:

- The Illusion of Money, Time & Ego - Alan Watts
- The Prophecy of Enoch You Have Never Heard Of - You Might Want To Watch This Right Away
- Robert Graves The Greek Myths Part 1
- THOTH’s PROPHECY read from the Hermetic Texts by Graham Hancock
- The Vengeance of the Archangels (Book of Enoch Explained) [Chapters 6-8]
- 25 Naruto Fan Theories So Crazy They Might Be True
- Were the sons of God in Genesis 6 fallen angels? Who were the Nephilim?
- Narcissus and Echo
- every literary reference in taylor swift's folklore and evermore, explained
- The Wooden Horse Greek Myth Read Aloud Usborne Illustrated Stories Greek Myths
- Usborne illustrated guide to Greek Myths & legends
- Books of Greek Mythology: Mythological Creatures (Illustrated)
- In this landmark work on a subject too often dismissed as paranormal or disreputable, Jeff Meldrum gives us the first complete and definitive account of the ... human evolutionary development. Jeff Meldrum's book offers the clearest, most comprehensive explanation of the evidence for a giant, prehistoric, hair-covered, forest-dwelling primate that long predates the "bigfoot" flap of the late fifties—and explains all the scientific pros and cons in a clear and accessible style, amplified by over 150 illustrations. Anyone who has pondered the mysteries of human evolution will be fascinated and eager to join Dr. Meldrum in drawing their own conclusions. In the Paleocene's evidence, this book is being sale! Digital Rights Management Schema (DRM) applied.